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Note: This Practice is written with specific reference
to 244 Distributive Data Bridge Systems mounted
in the Tellabs 24X Issue 2 Mounting Assembly
(Tellabs part number 8224X) and, except where
noted, with specific reference to the following
modules:

Issue 4 4451 and 4451A (Tellabs part number
844451 [A}).
Issue 14452A (Tellabs part number 814452A).
Issue 24453 (Tellabs part number 824453).
Issue 5 4454, 4454A, 4455, and4455A (Tellabs
part numbers 854454[A) and 854455[A}).

If your 244 System contains components of issues
other than these and you are not certain whether
your Practice documentation is appropriate, please
call Tellabs Customer Service at (312) 969-8800
for assistance.
1. general description
1.01 The 244 Distributive Data Bridge (DDB)
System (figure 1) is a 4wire-common-port, 4wire
multiple-port active data bridge used in multipoint
voice-frequency data networks where simultaneous
bidirectional transmission takes place between a
central computer and a number of remote data sta
tions. Because it is modular, the 244 System can be
arranged in a variety of ways to provide one or more
individual bridge networks as desired. The 244 DDB
follows a conventional split bridge format, i.e., the
common port of a bridge network interfaces several
multiple ports through separate splitter and com
biner channels. In the spl itter channel, the common
input is divided a number of ways to provide outputs
for the various mu ltiple ports. In the combiner chan
nel, inputs from the multiple ports are connected
th rough the bridge to a common output. Splitter
and combiner paths are derived via separate splitter
and combiner amplifiers.

1.02 This Practice section is revised to include
information on updated versions of several 244
System modules and on two new 244-System mod
ules. The updated modules are the Issue 4 4451 and
4451A modules, the Issue 24453 module, and the
Issue 5 4454, 4454A, 4455, and 4455A modules.
The new modules are the 4452A, a prescription
common-port module, and the 4459, an optional
test module. This Practice section also contains
several minor corrections and revisions.
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figure 1. 244 DDB System (tYpical configuration)

1.03 The 244 System comprises nine compo
nents: the 4451, 4451A, and 4452A Distributive
Data Bridge modules, the 4453, 4454, 4454A,
4455, and 4455A Distributive Data Bridge Termi
nation (DDBT) modules, and the 24X Mounting
Assembly (which houses the various types of mod
ules). The 4451, 4451A, or 4452A is the common
port termination device that derives the fully iso
lated splitter and combiner busses of a 244 Bridge
network and provides active level control (amplifi
cation) for the network. Each 4453,4454, 4454A,
4455, or 4455A module terminates one multiple
port of a 244 Bridge network and provides passive
level control (attenuation) for the multiple port
that it terminates. The active circuitry of the 4451,
4451A, and 4452A normally permits a bridge net
work's multiple ports to be terminated and aligned
by passive 445X DDBT modules rather than by
more expensive active devices. Within a single 24X
Mounting Assembly, the size of a 244 Bridge net·
work can range from 2 to 13 multiple ports, i.e.,
one 4451, 4451A, or 4452A DDB module can
serve from 2 to 13 DDBT modules.

1.04 The 24X Mounting Assembly that houses
the various 244-System modules consists of a
Tellabs 1012 or 1014 Mounting Shelf equipped
with a connectorized printed-circu it backplane.
The Assembly is universally prewired to accommo
date not only the various 244-System modules but
also the modules of Tellabs' 242 (2wire) DDB Sys
tem and 243 Low-Speed Data Signaling System.
(For complete information on these Systems,
please consult the 242 and 243 System Practices
and related module Practices.) Two versions of the
24X Assembly are available: the 24XA, which
houses 12 modules and mounts in a 19-inch relay
rack, and the 24XB, which houses 14 modules and
mounts in a 23-inch relay rack.

1.05 The 24X Assembly is equipped with five
25-pair female cable connectors for all external
connections except battery and ground, Battery
and ground connections are made via a barrier-type
terminal strip on the Assembly's backplane. Also



equalization in both paths, and provides facility
side termination circuitry.

1.10 The splitter and combiner amplifiers of the
4451 and 4451 A each provide from -15 to +25dB
of gain in four switch-selectable 10dB ranges.

located on the backplane are several 6-pin wire
wrapping blocks for extending a bridge network
from one 24X Assembly to another and a 13-pin
terminal used for local or remote test access to the
244 System.

1.06 As stated previously, the 24X Assembly is
universally prewired to accommodate three differ-
ent Tellabs systems. When used with the 244 Sys- 4<5,

tem, the 24X Assembly may be equipped with as ",
many common-port bridge modules (4451's, ~ . ,
4451A's, and/or 4452A's) and multiple-port bridge '~,
modules (445X DDBT's) as required. Module posi- !.,
tions are nondedicated (i.e., either a 4451, 4451A, IJ
4452A, or 445X can be used in any position).
However, in any bridge network with in a 24X As- • '\,
sembly, modules must be arranged in a specific or- i
der (see paragraph 2.07). The Assembly's printed- ~'. I
circuit backplane extends the splitter and combiner : •.
busses (derived in the4451,4451A, or 4452A mod- -. figure 2.
ule) through the bridge network as 445X DDBT mod- 't~ 4451A DOH module
ules are added to the Assembly. Option switches
on the backplane allow unused module positions Throughout each range, levels are continuously ad-
between modules in any bridge network in the As- justable to within ±0.1 dB via front-panel controls.
sembly to be bypassed without wiring changes. Maximum splitter output level is +5dBm (as mea-

sured at the module's splitter out jack via 600-ohm
1.07 A 244 System can be arranged and rear- terminated measurement); maximum combiner
ranged for various bridge-network configurations output level is +10dBm. Distortion at maximum
within its overall capacity by adding, removing, or output in each channel is less thar. 1 percent. Ac-
exchanging modules - without wiring changes to tual maximum multiple-port capacity of the 4451
the 24X Assembly. For example, the number of or 4451A module without significant degradation
multiple ports in an established bridge network may of System transmission characteristics is 26 mul-
be changed simply by adding or removing 445X tiple ports, i.e., 26 DDBT modules. See paragraph
DDBT modules as required. When a bridge is changed 2.06 for details.
in this manner, the remaining multiple ports retain
their integrity without rewiring or realignment. 1.11 Facility-side impedance-matching transfor-
Levels are maintained within approximately ±1dB, mers in both the splitter and combiner channels
and multiple-port positions from which modules can be individually switch-optioned for balanced
have been removed need not be terminated. As a 600 or 1200-ohm terminating impedance and are
second example, a System can be converted from center-tapped to derive balanced simplex leads.
one large bridge network (up to 13 multiple ports) 1.12 In the splitter channel, any of three modes
in a 24X Assembly to several smaller networks of amplitude equalization can be selected via switch
simply by interchanging the appropriate plug-in option to post-equalize the common input to the
modules. Wiring changes to implement rearrange- bridge. These modes are flat (no equalization,
ment of the bridge are required only at the inter- equalizer bypassed), high-low equalization for
mediate distributing frame (IDF) or main distribut- loaded cable or carrier, and slope equalization
ing frame (MDF) of the serving central office (or at for non loaded cable. In the high-low mode, a var-
a local cross-connect frame if the 244 System is iety of high-frequency and low-frequency gain
not installed in a CO). All external connections to shapes can be effected (as is typically required for
the ports of the 244 Bridge itself are made via the loaded cable), or flat response with high-end and
cable connectors on the backplane of the 24X As- low-end roll-off can be provided (as is tYpically re-
sembly. These cable connections are made only quired for carrier facilities). In the nonloaded-
once and need not be changed. cable slope equalization mode, frequency response
1.08 The remainder of section 1 contains a brief is adjustable from essentially flat to a slope of
description of each 244-System module. For de- about 4dB per octave.
tailed information on these modules, please refer 1.13 In the combiner channel, slope equalization
to their separate Tellabs Practices. similar to that available in the splitter channel (i.e.,
4451 and 4451A Distributive Data Bridge modules adjustable from essentially flat to a nominal 4dB-
1.09 In a 244 Bridge network, a single 4451 or per-octave slope) may be introduced to pre-equalize
4451 A DDB module (figure 2) interfaces both chan- the bridge's output to the common port.
nels of the 4wire common-port facility, derives the 1.14 Both the 4451 and 4451 A modules provide
bridge's splitter(common-port-to-multiple-port) and a switch-selectable choice of the following: 20mA
combiner (multiple-port-to-common-port) busses, of balanced sealing current, 20mA of balanced re-
contributes active level control and amplitude versa I current for manual initiation of dc loopback
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figure 3.
4452A DDB module

tenance. Monitoring jacks are provided in both
channels on the bridge and facility sides of each
module. An opening jack facing the bridge is also
provided in each channel at the 4wire common
port. Splitter and combiner bus access is provided
(via the bridge-side monitoring jacks) by means of
resistively isolated ports associated with the bridge
splitter and combiner busses.
4452A Distributive Data Bridge module
1.20 As an alternative to the 4451 or 4451 A
common-port DDB module, the 4452A DDB mod
ule (figure 3) can be used in a 244 Bridge network
to interface the 4wire common-port facility. Like
the 4451 or 4451A, the 4452A derives the net
work's splitter and combiner busses, contributes bi
directional active level control and amplitude equali
zation, and provides facility-side termination cir
cuitry. Unlike the 4451 and 4451A, however, the
4452A features full prescription alignment.
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in appropriate equipment (e.g., a Tellabs 4412-series
Data Station Termination module) at the distant
end of the common-port facility, or normal simplex
lead derivation. A front-panel light-emitting diode
(LED) lights when the sealing-current option is
activated and current is flowing.
1.15 An additional switch option on the Issue 4
4451 and 4451 A conditions these modules to estab
Iish either a low-impedance or high-impedance
combiner bus for the bridge networks that they
serve. In most applications, the low-impedance op
tion is selected. However, when the Issue 44451 or
4451 A is used as a replacement for an Issue 1 or
Issue 2 4451 or 4451 A in an existing bridge net
work, the high-impedance option provides the
same combiner-bus impedance as these earlier
modules. The high-impedance option also provides
the necessary compatibility when the DDBT mod
ules being used with the Issue 4 4451 or 4451A are
any of the following types: Issue 1 4453 and Issue
3 or earlier 4454, 4454A, 4455, and 4455A.

1.16 The 4451 and 4451A modules are identical
except for the presence of a bridge-side transfer
relay on the 4451A. This relay, when activated,
disconnects the common port from the bridge net
work and connects it to a test bus on the 24X As
sembly for local or remote test access. Testing of
the 4451A and its associated 4wire transmission
facility is simplified through use of the Tellabs 4459
Loopback/Facility Test Module. This module is de
signed specifically for use in the 24X (Issue 2)
Mounting Assembly. Also, the 4451A's transfer
relay is functional only when the 4451A is mounted
in a 24X Assembly. The relay will not operate when
the 4451A is mounted in a 244 Mounting Assembly.
See paragraphs 2.17 through 2.20 for details.

1.17 Both modules contain an internally regu- 1.21 The splitter and combiner amplifiers of the
lated power supply that permits operation on -42 4452A each provide from -24 to +24dB of gain in
to -56Vdc input. Current requirements range from discrete 0.1 dB increments, as selected via precision
20mA in the idle state to 60mA in both splitter front-panel switches. This gain is in addition to a
output and combiner output at maximum levels. nominal 0.5dB of insertion gain always provided in
For both modules, an additional 21 mA is required both channels as "automatic compensation" for the
when the sealing/loopback current option is acti- nominal 0.5dB of insertion loss inherent to both
vated, and, for the 4451 A only, an additional channels of the various passive DDBT modules.
16mA is required when the transfer relay is operated. Maximum splitter-channel output level is +5dBm
1.18 Surge protection is provided for the facility (as measured at the module's splitter out jack via
ports of the 4451 and 4451 A. Reverse-battery pro- 600-ohm terminated measurement); maximum
tection and transient-limiting circuitry are provided combiner-channel output level is +10dBm. Distor-
in the amplifiers' internal power supply circuitry. tion in each channel at maximum output is less
Resistor-capacitor (R C) filtering and decoupling net- than 1 percent. Actual maximum multiple-port
works minimize cross-coupling and the effects of capacity of the 4452A module without significant
noise on the input power leads. Also, module con- degradation of System transmission characteristics
nector pins 8, 14,44, and 48, which have appear- is 26 multiple ports, i.e., 26 DDBT modules. See
ances in the24X Mounting Assembly's wiring scheme paragraph 2.06 for details.
but which are not used with 244-System modules, 1.22 Facility-side impedance-matching transform-
are internally connected to ground through the ers in both channels of the 4452A can be switch-
Issue 44451 and 4451A modules to minimize noise optioned for balanced 150, 600, or 1200-ohm ter-
pickup via input/output cabling to the Assembly. minating impedance and are center-tapped to
1,19 The front panels of the 4451 and 4451 A derive balanced simplex leads.
each contain, in addition to splitter- and combiner- 1.23 In either or both channels of the 4452A,
channel level and equalization controls, a comple- up to 7.5dB of active prescription slope equaliza-
ment of six jacks to facilitate alignment and main- tion at 2804Hz (re 1000Hz) can be introduced in
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figure 4. 4455A DDB Termination module

24X Mounting Assembly's wiring scheme but which
are not used with 244-System modules, are inter
nally connected to ground through the 4452A
module to minimize noise pickup via input/output
cabling to the Assembly.

1.29 The front panel of the 4452A contains, in
addition to splitter- and combiner-channel level and
equalization switches, a complement of six jacks to
facilitate alignment and maintenance. These jacks
are identical to those of the 4451 and 4451 A (see
paragraph 1.19) except that they are bantam-type
instead of the larger 31 Ootype.

discrete 0.5dB increments via precision front-panel
switches. The module's equalizers will yield an ad
ditional 2dB of equalized gain on non loaded cable
facilities when the 150-ohm terminating impedance
option is selected.

1.24 Like the 4451 and 4451A, the 4452A mod
ule provides a switch-selectable choice of 20mA of
sealing current, 20mA of reversal current, or normal
simplex-lead derivation at the common port. Un
like the other DDB modules, however, the 4452A's
sealing-current circuitry includes a "ZAP" feature
- a momentarily higher amount of current to elimi
nate existing oxidation or corrosion on the cable
pairs when sealing current is initially applied to the
facility. A front-panel LED lights when the sealing
current option is activated and current is flowing.
1.25 An additional switch option on the 4452A
conditions the module to establish either a low
impedance or high-impedance combiner bus for the
bridge network that it serves. In most applications,
the low-impedance option is selected. However,
when the 4452A is used as a replacement for an
Issue 1 or Issue 2 4451 or 4451 A in an existing
bridge network, the high-impedance option pro
vides the same combiner-bus impedance as these
earlier modules. The high-impedance option also
provides the necessary compatibility when the
DDBT modules being used with the 4452A are any
of the following types: Issue 1 4453 and Issue 3 or
earlier 4454, 4454A, 4455, and 4455A.

1.26 Like the 4451A, the 4452A contains a 4454, 4454A, 4455, and 4455A DDBT modules
bridge-side transfer relay. This relay, when activated, 1.30 The 4454, 4454A, 4455, and 4455A Dis-
disconnects the common port from the bridge net- tributive Data Bridge Termination (DDBT) mod-
work and connects it to a test bus on the 24X As- ules (figure 4) each terminate and establish levels
sembly for local or remote test access. Testing of passively at one multiple port of a 244 Bridge net-
the 4452A and its associated 4wire transmission work. The 4454, which is the simplest DDBT mod-
facility is simplified through use of the Tellabs ule of the four, provides balanced, switch-selectable
4459 Loopback/Facility Test Module. This mod- 150, 600, or 1200-ohm terminating impedance on
ule is designed specifically for use in the 24X the facility side, thusallowingthe 4454 to interface
(Issue 2) Mounting Assembly. Also, the 4452A's various types of transmission facilities (typically,
transfer relay is functional only when the 4452A short and intermediate loops of non loaded cable
is mounted in a 24X Assembly. The relay will not and short loops of loaded cable). The 4454's imped-
operate when the 4452A is mounted in a 244 ance-matching transformers are center-tapped to
Mounting Assembly. See paragraphs 2.17 through derive simplex leads toward the multiple port. Level
2.20 for details. control is achieved via precision attenuation switches
1.27 The 4452A contains an internally regulated on the module's front panel and printed circuit
power supply that permits operation on -42 to board. From 0 to 32.5dB of loss (not including
-56Vdc input. Current requirements range from 0.5dB of insertion loss always present) may be in-
20mA in the idle state to 60mA with both splitter dependently introduced into the splitter (multiple-
output and combiner output at maximum levels. port output) channel and the combiner (multiple-
An additional 22mA is required when the sealing/ port input) channel in discrete 0.1 dB increments.
loopback current option is activated, and an addi- 1.31 The 4455 is identical to the 4454 in all re-
tional 16mA is required when the transfer relay spects except one: the 4455 provides high-frequency
is operated. and low-frequency post-equalization in the com-
1.28 Surge protection is provided for the facility biner channel; the 4454 does not. The 4455's high-
ports of the 4452A. Reverse-battery protection frequency equalizer introduces up to 4dB of
and transient-limiting circuitry are provided in its "bump" equalization at 3400Hz, and the low-
amplifiers' internal power supply circuitry. Resistor- frequency equalizer provides gradually adjustable
capacitor (RC) filtering and decoupling networks low-end roll-off (6dB per octave, 8dB maximum)
minimize cross-coupling and the effects of noise on beginning at about 1500Hz. Combiner-channel fre-
the input power leads. Also, module connector pins quency response is flat when no equalization is se-
8. 14, 44, and 48, which have appearances in the lected. The 4455 is typically used to interface short
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and intermediate loops of loaded or non loaded
cable.
1.32 The 4454A and 4455A are identical to the
4454 and 4455, respectively, except for the inclu
sion of a transfer relay on the bridge side of each
module. This relay, when activated, disconnects
the mu Itiple port from the bridge network and
connects it to a test bus for local or remote test
access. Testing of the 4454A and 4455A and their
associated 4wire transmission facilities is simplified
through use of the Tellabs 4459 Loopback/Facility
Test Module. This module is designed specifically
for use in the 24X (Issue 2) Mounting Assembly.
Also, the transfer relay on the 4454A and 4455A
is functional only when these modules are mounted
in a 24X Assembly. The relay will not operate when
the 4454A and 4455A are mounted in a244 Mount
ing Assembly. See paragraphs 2.17 through 2.20
for details.

1.33 The 4454, 4454A, 4455, and 4455A mod
ules each provide a switch-selectable choice of the
following: 20mA of balanced sealing current, 20mA
of balanced reversal current for manual initiation
of dc loopback in appropriate equipment (e.g., a
Tellabs 4412-series Data Station Termination mod
ule) at the distant end of the multiple-port facility,
or normal simplex lead derivation. A front-panel
LED lights when the sealing-current option is acti
vated and current is flowing.

1.34 An additional switch option on the Issue 5
4454, 4454A, 4455, and 4455A conditions each
module to operate in a bridge network with either
a low-impedance or high-impedance combiner bus.
In most applications, the low-impedance option is
selected. However, when the Issue 54454, 4454A,
4455, or 4455A is used as an addition or a re
placement in bridge networks where the associated
common-port DDB module is an Issue 1 or Issue 2
4451 or 4451A, an Issue 44451 or 4451A switch
optioned to establish a high-impedance combiner
bus, or a 4452A of any issue switch-optioned to
establish a high-impedance combiner bus, the
4453's high-impedance option provides the neces
sary compatibility for operation with these com
mon-port modules.
1.35 Four strap options on the Issue 5 4454
4454A, 4455, and 4455A provide for a more efti:
cient module arrangement when a 244 Bridge net
work is expanded through the addition of DDBT
modules in a second 24X Assembly. See paragraph
2.14 for details.
1.36 In addition to individual splitter and com
biner attenuation switches, the front panels of the
4454, 4454A, 4455, and 4455A each contain a
complement of four jacks and four test points to
facilitat.e alignment and maintenance. One bridge
access Jack and one facility access jack (both of
which are opening jacks facing the module) plus
one pair of facility monitor test points are provided
in each chan nel.

1.37 The 4454, 4454A, 4455, and 4455A each
operate on -42 to -56Vdc filtered, ground-refer-
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enced input. Current requirements for the 4454
and 4455 are 5mA without the sealing current or
loopback option activated and 26mA with either
of these options activated. Current requirements
for the 4454A and 4455A are the same as those of
the 4454 and 4455 plus an extra 16mA for opera
tion of the transfer relay (42mA maximum). As is
true of the Issue 4 4451 and 4451A modules and
the 4452A module, connector pins 8, 14, 44, and
48 of the Issue 5 4454, 4454A, 4455, and 4455A
modules are internally connected to ground through
the modules to minimize noise pickup.

4453 DDBT module
1.38 Like the 4454, 4454A, 4455, and 4455A
DDBT modules, the 4453 DDBT module terminates
and establishes levels passively at one multiple port
of a 244 Bridge network. The 4453, however, dif
fers from the other DDBT modules in that it is de
signed specifically to interface one multiple port of
a 244 Bridge network with a carrier channel. On its
multiple-port facility side, the 4453 provides trans
former coupling with fixed, balanced 600-ohm ter
minating impedance. Amplitude equalization and
simplex leads, however, are not available. Fixed at
tenuator pads introduce 23dB of loss into both the
splitter (multiple-port output) and combiner (mul
tiple-port input) channels independently. Because
insertion loss in each channel is approximately
0.5dB, total attenuation in each channel with the
pads inserted is 23.5dB. These pads can, if desired,
be switch-optioned out of either or both channels
to provide a nominal 0.5dB of loss.
1.39 In typical applications (see figure 5), a sig
nal received from a carrier channel at a +7 trans
mission level point (T LP) must be attenuated by
23.5dB to provide a -16.5T LP on the 244 System's
combiner bus, while a signal at a +7.5 on the Sys
tem's splitter bus must also be attenuated by
23.5dB to provide a -16TLP into the carrier trans
mit channel. In those infrequent applications where
the carrier T LP's are the reverse of normal, i.e., +7
for transmit (instead of -16) and -16 for receive
(instead of +7), the 4453's attenuators are optioned
out of the circuit to accommodate this situation.
Please be aware that the nominal 0.5dB of insertion
loss in each channel of the 4453 necessitates the
244 System's splitter and combiner bus levels being
a nominal 0.5dB higher and lower, respectively,
than the "standard" +7 splitter and -16 combiner
TLP's that would be used if the 4453 had zero in
sertion loss. (Please refer to section 3 of this Prac
tice for information on how bus levels are deter
mined and set in the 244 System.)
Note: The 4452A common-port DDB module
"compensates" for the nominal 0.5dB insertion
loss of the 4453 module (as well as for that of the
4454, 4454A, 4455, and 4455A DDBT modules)
by adding an additional 0. 5dB of gain to that indi
cated by the 4452A's prescription level-control
switches. See the 4452A Practice for details.

1.40 The 4453's front panel contains the same
complement of bridge and facility access jacks and
facility monitor test points as the 4454, 4454A,
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figure 5. Typical applications of 4453 DDBT module

4455, and 4455A modules. Also like these ot~er d~pl:x mode (i.e., simulta.ne.ous bidirectional trans-
DDBT modules the Issue 2 4453 has an option mission) that IS charactenstlc of most 244-System
switch that conditions it for use in bridge networks applications.
with either low-impedance or high-impedance c?m- 2.04 Physically, the 244 DDB System may be
biner busses. It also has the same four strap options located in a central office or on the customer's
that provide for more efficient module arrangement premises. The 24X Mounting Assembly that houses
when expanding a 244 Bridge network to a second the 244 System is available in two versions, both
24X Assembly (see paragraph 2.14). In addition, designed for relay-rack installation. The 24XA As-
module connector pins 8, 14, 44, and 48 of the sembly houses up to twelve 244-System modules
Issue 2 4453 are internally connected to ground and mounts in a 19-inch rack, while the 24XB As-
through the module to minimize noise pickup, just sembly houses up to fourteen 244-System modules
as they are on the other DDBT modules. and mounts in a 23-inch rack. Both versions are

universally wired and connectorized.
2. application 2.05 Eight modules are used in various combina-
2.01 The 244 Distributive Data Bridge (DDB) tions to accommodate most 244-System applica-
System interfaces a common 4wire port with mul- tions. They are the active 4451, 4451A, and 4452A
tiple 4wire ports to provide a bridge network nor- DDB modules and the passive 4453, 4454, 4454A,
mally used for the transmission of voice-frequency 4455 and 4455A DDBT modules. Each is described
data signals. As such, the 244 DDB System may be briefly in section 1 of this Practice.
used at a central office or at a remote location to Note: The 4451A 4452A, 4454A, and 4455A
provide a bridging network between, for example, modules contain a local/remote-test-access transfer
a number of outstation data modems and a central- relay that is enabled only when these modules are
ized computer. This arrangement is commonly mounted in a Tellabs 24X Assembly. When mounted
found in credit card verification systems and in in a 244 Assembly, the 4451A, 4454A, and 4455A
branch banking operations. function exactly like the 4451, 4454, and 4455,
2.02 To perform its data bridging function, the respectively. The 4452A has no counterpart with·
244 DDB System uses a split bridge design, i.e., the out a transfer relay. See paragraph 2.16 for details.
common port is interfaced with the multiple ports system capacity
through separate splitter and combiner channels. In 2.06 Within a single 24XA (12-position) Mount-
the splitter channel, input received from the com- ing Assembly, the size of a 244 Bridge network (as
mon facility is split a number of ways to be trans- served by one 4451, 4451A, or 4452A DDB mod-
mitted out at all multiple ports. In the combiner ule) can range from 2 to 11 multiple ports (as pro-
channel an input signal received from any multiple vided by 2 to 11 DDBT modules). Within a single
port is 'connected through the bridge and trans- 24XB (14-position) Mounting Assembly, the size
mitted out of the common port. of a 244 Bridge network can range from 2 to 13
2.03 As stated above, splitter and combiner multiple ports. If more th

4
a
4
n one442541XAAssem4b451Y2AiS

channels are separate. The two independent chan- available, however, one 51, , or.
nels accommodate data transmission in the full- module can serve up to 26 multiple ports, I.e., 26
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figure 7. Front view of 24X Assembly

between modules in a network. The 24X Assem
bly's bypass switches have two settings: BYPASS
and OFF. The switch at a module position housing
a 4451,4451 A, or 4452A DDB module is normally
set to OFF so that the circuit is broken to the im
mediate left of the 4451, 4451A, or 4452A. This
allows the 4451, 4451A, or 4452A to perform its
function of establishing the splitter and combiner
busses for the single bridge network that it serves.
Bypass switches at module positions occupied by
DDBT modules may be set to either BYPASS or
OFF, with no direct effect on that particular bridge
network at that particular time. However, Tellabs
recommends that the switches of module positions
occupied by DDBT modules be set to BYPASS to
provide circuit continuity in the event that a DDBT
module is later removed from the Assembly (leaving
that module position vacant) when circuit require
ments change. And, of course, if vacant module
positions are originally designed into an individual
network in the 24X Assembly, bypass switches are
used to extend splitter and combiner busses across
those vacant module positions. (If we've managed
to confuse you with the above explanation, see
figure 8 for a visual example.)

t- t- t- t- t-

'" '" '" '" '"Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl
Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl
X X X X X

'" '" '" '" '"~
... ... ... ...... ... ... ...

figure 6. Front view of 244 Assembly showing
left-ta-right module arrangement of bridge network

splitter and combiner busses and Assembly bypass
switches
2.08 Splitter and combiner busses are extended expansion of existing bridge networks
through a 244 Bridge network by both the associ- 2.11 If, while assigning 445X DDBT modules to
ated modules and the printed circuit backplane of a 244 Bridge network, you arrive at the last avail-
the 24X Assembly. Paragraphs 2.09 and 2.10 ex- able module position at the righthand end of the
plain where and how a 244 Bridge network con- Assembly, additional 445X modules may still be
tinues from module to module and from module added to that bridge network in several ways, as
position to module position. These paragraphs also long as the maximum number of 445X's per bridge
explain where and how a 244 Bridge network starts network is not exceeded. For example, if one or
and stops (i.e., is not continued between modules). more module positions beginning with position 1
2.09 The 4451, 4451A, or 4452A DDB module at the lefthand end of the Assembly are available,
interrupts the splitter and combiner busses at the 445X modules may simply be inserted into these
point where the module is inserted into the 24X positions as shown in figure 9a. This is because the
Assembly. On the other hand, the 445X DDBT splitter and combiner busses "wrap around" from
modules extend the busses to adjacent lefthand the last module position to the first module posi-
and righthand module positions. Interruption of tion due to the design of the Assembly's printed
the busses by the 4451 4451 A and 4452A is circuit backplane. Other hypothetical expansion
necessary because each ~f these ~odules defines arrangements with two 244 Bridge networks
the beginning of a bridge network (that is, it breaks mounted in the same Assembly are shown in fig-
the circuit with the module position to its imme- ures 9b through ge. Please note that, in figures 9b
diate left). through ge, some module positions must be left

empty to avoid interconnecting the two bridge
2.10 Bypass switches are located at the rear of net~orks. Also, for certain module positions, the
each module position in the 24X Assembly (see reqUired Assembly bypass switch settings (OFF or
figure 7). They may be used to extend a bridge net- BYPASS) are shown. These are exceptions to the
work through a vacant module position occurring general bypass-switch rules in paragraph 2.10 and
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DDBT modules, with no significant degradation of
System transmission performance. If even larger
bridge networks are required, tandem bridge ar
rangements can be used to greatly expand the num
ber of multiple ports. See paragraphs 2.12 through
2.14 for information on expanding a 244 Bridge net
work to a second 24X Assembly. See paragraph 2.15
for information on tandem bridge arrangements.

module arrangement
2.07 As stated earlier, module positions in the
24X Assembly are nondedicated: any of the various
244-System modules may be plugged into any slot
in the Assembly, so longas modules within a bridge
network are in appropriate positions relative to each
other. A 4451, 4451A, or 4452A DDB module de
fines the beginning of a bridge network. The asso
ciated 445X DDBT modules are plugged into sub
sequent slots beginning at the immediate right of
the 4451, 4451A, or 4452A, as viewed from the
front of the Assembly (see figure 6). Within the
24X Assembly, up to 13 DDBT modules, either of
a single type or mixed as necessary, can be used in
association with the 4451, 4451A, or 4452A DDB
module. Should you arrive at the Assembly's right
most module position while assigning 445X DDBT
modules, additional DDBT modules can still be
added to that bridge network in any of several ways,
as described in paragraphs 2.11 through 2.14.
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are necessary, in the expansion arrangements shown,
to either extend or break splitter and combiner bus
continuity between critical module positions. (Note,
for example, that setting the bypass switch at a po
sition housing a 4451/51A/52A to BYPASS instead

'---I
additions

to bridge 2

\ I\'-:-:-:--....JI\,-:--:-:----;:-,I
additions bridge 1 bridge 2

to bridge 1
figure 9d.

figure 8. Use of bypass switches on a 24XB Assembly in a
hypothetical arrangement of two individual bridge networks

\ 1\ 1\ 1
additions '--b:-r"7j"7dg- e-:"1--' bridge 2

to bridge 2
figure 9a.

,,~-;;-:-,..-,-;,----'/,,~-----;c;-;-~~-~/
1st bridge 2nd bridge

Note: Switches atall positions housing 4451/51A/52A DDS
modules must be set to OFF. Switches atpositions 8, 11,
and 12 are set to BYPASS to extend splitter and combin-

i er busses through these vacant positions, thus intercon-
! neeting al/ modules of the second bridge network. (Service
provided by modules once occupying positions 8, 11, and
12 has been discontinued and the modules have been re
moved to be used elsewhere, but the remaining ports of

I the second bridge retain their integrity.) Switches at all
ipositions housing DDBr modules may be set to OFF or
I~ BYPASS, but BYPASS is recommended to maintain con
i tinuity in the event that a module is later removed from
I service.

\J
additions
to bridge 1
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figure 10. Rear view of 24X Assembly

figure ge.

figure 9. Hypothetical expansion arrangements with
two bridge networks mounted in same Assembly

of to the normal OFF position extends the splitter
and combiner busses to the left as well as to the
right of the 4451/51A/52A. This allows expansion
of a bridge network to the immediate left as well as
to the right ofthe 4451/51 A/52A.) For those mod
ule positions where Assembly bypass switch set
tings are not shown, the bypass switches are set to
their normal positions as described in paragraph
2.10 and also in paragraph 3.08.

2.12 In applications where more than two
Bridge networks are installed in the same Assembly
and one or more of these networks are to be ex
panded to vacant modu Ie positions in the same As
sembly, jumper wiring may be required between
specific six-pin wire-wrapping blocks on the Assem
bly's backplane (see figure 10). Also, in applications
where a 244 Bridge network in one Assembly is to
be expanded to vacant module positions in a second
Assembly, jumper wiring is always required between
one or more six-pin blocks on the first Assembly
and one or more six-pin blocks on the second As
sembly. These pin blocks are provided specifically
to facilitate bridge-network expansion by extending
(via jumpers) the splitter and combiner busses of a
bridge network to vacant module positions in the
same or in a different Assembly. On the 24XA (12
position) Assembly, 6-pin blocks are located behind
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additions bridge 1 bridge 2 bridge 3
to
bridge 3 figure Ila.
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module positions 3, 6, and 9. On the 24XB (14
position) Assembly, 6-pin blocks are located behind
module positions 3, 6,9, and 12. As a general rule,
a group of 445X DDBT modules can be installed
either to the left or to the right of the module posi
tion at which the jumpers are connected. In all cases,
however, the following three guidelines hold true:

A. The six-pin block behind a particular mod
uIe position accesses the bridge-side ports of a
4451/51A/52A DDB module or 445X DDBT
module when the module is located in that po
sition. (For the 4451/51 A/52A, these are the
combiner bus input and splitter bus output
ports, respectively; for the 445X, these are the
combiner bus output and splitter bus input
ports.)
B. If (1) the module position behind which a
six-pin block is located is empty and (2) the by
pass switch for that position is set to BYPASS,
the six-pin block accesses the bridge-side ports
of a 4451/51 A/52A or 445X module located
in the preceding module position. If the pre
ceding module position is also empty and its
bypass switch is set to BYPASS, the six-pin
block accesses the splitter and combiner bus
appearances at the preceding module position.
C. If (1) the module position behind which a
six-pin block is located is empty, (2) the bypass
switch for that position is set to OFF, and (3) a
445X module is located in the following module
position, the six-pin block accesses the bridge
side ports of that 445X modu Ie. If a 4451/51 A/
52A module is located in the following module
position, access to its bridge-side ports is pro
vided only if the bypass switch for its module
position is set to BYPASS.

2.13 For expanding 244 Bridge networks via
jumpering (on the same Assembly or between two
Assemblies), four jumpers (splitter tip, splitter ring,
combiner tip, and combiner ring) are required. This
means that only four of the six available pins on
the Assembly's wire-wrapping blocks need be used.
Paragraph 3.12 provides details on installing these
jumpers. Figures 11a through 11g show hypotheti
cal expansion arrangements with more than two

'--./ V
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figure l1e.
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fiqure 11f.

\ 1\ 1 '---../\ 1
bridge 1 bridge 2 additions bridge 3

to bridge 1

figure 1Tc.

\ 1\ I V ~--:-;-:-::,.--'I
bridge 1 bridge 2 addition bridge 3

to bridge 1
This illustrates guideline
B in paragraph 2.12.

V\ 1\ 1/ '---./\ I
addition'-b"""'ri""'dg-e-l=-' bridge 2 additions bridge 3
to to bridge 1
bridge 3

This illustrates guideline
C in paragraph 2.12.

figure Ilg.

fjgure 11. Hypothetical expansion arrangements with
more than two bridge networks in same Assembly

V
addition
to
bridge 3
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additions
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additions
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figure 12c.

figure 12. Hypothetical bridge network expansion
arrangements from one Assembly to another

bridge networks mounted in the same Assembly. Note 2: For jumpering between two Assemblies in
Figures 12a through 12c show hypothetical bridge- applications where length of the jumpers will ex-
network expansion arrangements from one Assem- ceed 15 feet, Tellabs recommends that shielded
bly to another. In the diagrams where jumper wir- connecting cable be used and that the cable shield
ing is shown, asterisks (*) indicate module positions be grounded at one end only.
behind which six-pin blocks are located. Also, as in Special Note: The Issue 24453 DDBT module
fIgure 9, exceptions to the normal bypass sWitch and the Issue 54454, 4454A, 4455, and 4455A
settings are shown where appropriate. DDBT modules each contain four strap options
Note 1: In applications where two bridge networks that provide for greater efficiency of module ar-
are mounted in the same Assembly and the recom- rangement when expanding a 244 Bridge network
mended module arrangement is observed (i.e., to a second 24X Assembly. Details follow in
445X's to the immediate right of their associated paragraph 2.14. If your DDBT modules are
4451151AI52A's), jumper wiring should never be the above types and issues, be certain to read
necessary for expanding the bridge networks to paragraph 2.14 before proceeding with jumper
empty module positions in the same Assembly. L.:.in:.:.s:.:t:.:a::.:lI.::a.:ti:.:o:.:.n:.:.. ---J
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figure 13. Expansion of existing bridge networks through additional DDBT modules in second 24X Assembly

2.14 Strap options ST1 through ST4 on the networks. Locations of the straps on the various
printed circuit board of the Issue 2 4453 module modules are shown in the Tellabs Practices on
and strap options ST6 through ST9 on the printed those modules.
circuit boards of the Issue 5 4454, 4454A, 4455, Note: If a DDBT module whose straps have been
and 4455A modules provide increased efficiency of cut or removed is to be used in any module posi-
module arrangement when expanding a 244 Bridge tion other than the rightmost or leftmost in its
network from one mounting assembly to another group (i.e., in a middle position), its assembly by-
via jumpering between the wire-wrapping terminal pass switch must be set to the BYPASS position
blocks on the assemblies' backplanes. With previous to provide splitter and combiner bus continuity
issues of these DDBT modules, module positions to to the adjacent modules.
the left or right of the DDBT module or modules tandem operation
being added in a second assembly had to be left 2.15 For large bridge-network applications re-
empty to prevent automatic connection of these quiring more than 13multiple 4wire ports (or more
modules to other bridge networks or bridge-network than 26 multiple 4wire ports if two 24X Mounting
additions in the same assembly. By cutting or re- Assemblies are being used), 244 Systems can be ar-
moving the straps on the current issues of these ranged in tandem, i.e., a multiple port of one 244
DDBT modules, however, the splitter and combiner System can be wired to the common port of another
busses are opened within the module so that con- 244 System. The number of multiple ports that
tinuity of both busses to adjacent module positions can be established in a bridge network in this man-
in the assembly is controlled solely by the bypass ner is greatly increased. For example, if a maximally
switch at the rear of the module's mounting-assem- configured single-Assembly 244 Bridge is wired to
bly position (as viewed from the front of the as- each multiple port of another maximally configured
sembly). Thus, groups of DDBT modules equipped single-Assembly 244 Bridge, the number of multiple
with these straps can be installed immediately ad- ports is increased from 13 to 169. A tandem arrange·
jacent to one another in the same assembly without ment of this type is shown in figure 14.
unwanted interconnection of their independent Note 1: This tandem arrangement, as well as others
bridge networks. To do this, the straps are cut or where the common port of one bridge network
removed on the leftmost and rightmost modules serves as the common port of the entire tandem ar·
of each group, and the assembly bypass switches rangement while the common ports of all other
at these modules' positions are set appropriately: bridge networks in the tandem arrangement inter·
to OFF for the leftmost module of the group or face the multiple ports of the first, is sometimes
when the bridge-network addition is a single DDBT called a "hubbing" arrangement. The bridge net-
module, and to BYPASS for the rightmost mod- work serving as the entire tandem arrangement's
ule of the group. Figure 13 shows how this is done common port is the "hub," and the other bridge
for a hypothetical arrangement involving addi- networks that provide the tandem arrangement's
tions in a second assembly to three existing bridge multiple ports are the "spokes."
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Note: This arrangement, as shown, provides 35 multiple ports. The
oretical maximum is 169, as provided by thirteen 445X's in hub and
thirteen maximally configured single-Assembly (i.e., thirteen 445X's
each) spokes (13 x 13 = 169).

Caution 2: In any tandem bridge arrangement,
the splItter bus level of every bridge network in
the arrangement should be the same. This is also
true for the combiner bus level of every bridge
network in the arrangement. Otherwise, excessive
nOIse may result.

levels and alignment
2.16 All gain in a 244 Bridge is provided by the
4451, 4451A, or 4452A DDB module. The 4451,
4451 A, or 4452A provides the same amount of gain
for all paths in a given channel. Splitter and com
biner gain levels are, of course, individually adjust
able. Levels for individual multiple ports are estab
lished via attenuators on the 445X DDBT modules.
In basic theory, gain is introduced into both chan
nels by the 4451, 4451A, or 4452A module to co
ordinate bus levels with common-port facility levels,
and loss is introduced via the DDBT modules' at
tenuators to coordinate bus levels with multiple
port .facility levels. Once a 244 Bridge is aligned,
multiple ports may subsequently be added or de
leted without significantly affecting levels at any
of the established ports. For the overall 244-System
alignment procedure, refer to paragraphs 3.16
through 3.19 of this Practice. For specific informa
tion on level and equalization adjustment for each
of the modules in the 244 System, refer to their
individual Tellabs Practices.

common-port and multiple·port module and
facility testing
2.17 As mentioned previously, the 4451A,
4452A, 4454A, and 4455A modules each contain
a transfer relay that can be activated either locally
or remotely to disconnect the common port (4451 A
or 4452A) or a multiple port (4454A or 4455AI
from the bridge network and connect it to a test
access bus (24X Assembly only) for local or remote
testing of the common-port or multiple-port mod
ule and facility. Connections for remote testing are
made via 25-pair cable connector P5 on the 24X
Assembly. Connections for local testing are made
via 13-pin terminal block TL 1 located behind the
24X Assembly's rightmost module position (i.e.,
position 12 of the 24XA or position 14 of the
24XB). For local testing only, a connectorized con
trol/test cable must be connected between con
nector P5 and termi nal block TL 1; see paragraphs
2.18 through 2.20 for additional information.

2.18 Testing of 244-System modules and their
associated 4wire transmission facilities can be per
formed quickly and easily through use of the Tellabs
4459 DDB Loopback/Facility Test Module (figure
15). This module is designed specifically for use in
the 24X (Issue 2) Mounting Assembly and with
those 244-System modules that contain transfer
relays (see paragraph 2.17). Testing via the 4459
can be performed either at the location where the
244 System is installed or from a remote location,
e.g., a centralized test site.

2.19 If testing of 244-System modules isto take
place from the location where the System is installed,
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figure 14.244 tandem bridging arrangement
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"spoke"-----..
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Caution 1: When more than two 244 Bridge net·
works are tandemed in series (i.e., where at least
one spoke connected to the hub has additional
spokes of its own), transmission parameters may
be degraded somewhat from those specified in
this Practice. If a series tandem arrangement of
more than two 244 Bridge networks is desired
for a particular application, be certain that the
resultant performance will be acceptable for that
application. Consult Tellabs' Application Engi
neering Group at (312) 969-8800 or your Tellabs
Regional Office if you need additional informa
tion on tandem bridge applications.

Note 2: If some or all of the spokes in a tandem
arrangement are at different locations than the
hub, 4wire voice-frequency transmission facilities
iJre required between the various locations, and ap
propriate interconnections between the bridge net
works' 24X Mounting Assemblies and the 4wire
facilities must be made. Transmission levels between
the hub and spokes of any tandem arrangement
will depend upon the individual circuit require
ments of the particular application.

wmmo"~_4wire
port
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figure 15. 4459 DDB Loopback/Facility Test Module

the 4459 modu Ie is installed in the rightmost
modu Ie position (as viewed from the front) of
the 24X Assembly that houses the 244 System. For
local testing, the connectorized control/test cable
(Tel labs part number 50-4006) supplied with the
4459 module must be connected between 25-pair
female cable connector P5 and 13-pin test connec
tor TL Ion the backplane of the 24X Assembly.
Note: The 24X-Assembly bypass switch setting at
the module position housing the 4459 is immaterial,
i.e., the switch can be set to either BYPASS or
OFF without affecting operation of the 4459.
2.20 If testing of 244-System modules is to take
place from a remote location, the 4459 module is
installed in a conventional Tellabs Type 10 Mount
ing Shelf at that location. One end of the control/
test cable is connected to 25-pair cable connector
P5 of the 24X Issue 2 Assembly that houses the
244 System to be tested. The other end of the
control/test cable, instead of being connected to
13-pin connector TL I of the 24X Assembly, is con
nected (via additional cabling) to the appropriate
pins of the 56-pin connector at the rear of the
module position of the Type 10 Shelf in which the
4459 is installed. For details and complete instruc
tions for 244-System testing via the 4459 module,
please refer to the separate Tellabs Practice on the
4459 (Practice section 8X4459).

3. installation
inspection
3.01 The 244 DDB System and its component
modules should be inspected upon arrival in order
to find possible damage incurred during shipment.
If damage is noted, a claim should immediately be
filed with the carrier. If stored, the equipment
should be inspected again prior to installation.

mounting
3.02 The 24XA (12-position) Mounting Assem
bly mounts in a standard 19-inch relay rack, while
the 24XB (14-position) Assembly mounts in a stan
dard 23-inch relay rack. Each version of the 24X
Assembly occupies 6 inches of vertical rack space.
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installer connections
3.03 All external connections to the 24X Assem
bly except battery and ground are made via the five
25-pair female cable connectors (PI through P5)
on the Assembly's backplane. The 24X Issue 2
Assembly is truly universal in that the same Assem
bly can simultaneously house a 244 (4wire) DDB
System, a 242 (2wire) DDB System, and a 243
Low-Speed Data Signaling System. Table 1 lists the
specific connectors that are used when the 242,
243, and 244 Systems (and combinations thereof)
are installed in a single 24X Assembly.

3.04 As indicated in table 1, connectors P2 and
P4 are used in all 244-System applications. These
connectors accommodate the input and output
connections to the System. Connector P5 is used
(in 244-System applications) solely for common
port and multiple-port local or remote test access.

25·pair cable connector 24X
(Issue 2) Assembly backplane Tellabs Systems that can be accommodated
P1 1'2 P3 P4 P5 through use of indicated cable connectors

X X 1) 244 Bridge networks only, without capability of
remote/local testing via 4459 Loopback/Facility
Test Module

X X X 1) 244 Bridge networks only, with remote/local test
capability via 4459 module

2) 242 Bridge networks only (for which this is the m-, stl
economical cabling arrangement)

31 Independent 242 and 244 Bridge networks in sam,
Assembly, without remote/local test capability fOI
244 networks via 4459 module

4) Tandem bridge arrangements with 242· and 244-
System modules intermixed within bridge network;

X X X X 1) 243 Systems only

21 Independent 242 networks, 244 networks, and/or
243 Systems in same Assembly, without remote/
local test access for 244 networks via 4459 modul-

31 Independent tandem bridge arrangements and 243
Systems in same Assembly

41 Tandem bridge arrangements as described above (t Jr

which this is a less economical cabling arrangemen·
than that of preceding table entry)

5) 242 Bridge networks only (for which this is a less
economical cabling arrangement than that of pre-
ceding table entry)

6) 244 Bridge networks only, without remote/local
test capability via 4459 module unless special wiri',g
is done at MDF to access 4459 via connectors P1
and P3 (See System wiring diagram in 244 Practic"I,
(Again, this arrangement is less economical than
those of fim and second table entries,)

X X X X
I

X 11 Same as items 1 through 6 in preceding table entr\,
but with remote/local test access via 4459 module

i for any 244 networks in Assembly

table 1. 24X Issue 2 Assembly backplane connector usage

Connectors PI and P3 are not used in applications
involving 244 Systems only. Tables 2 and 3 list, for
cable connectorsP2 and P4, respectively, all module
connector and cable-connector pin numbers and all
lead colors for every 24X-Assembly module posi
tion. Table 4 provides similar information for con
nector P5. Make all connections at the distributing
frame (or at the local cross-connect frame if the
244 System is installed at a customer location) as
directed in these tables. The System Wiring Diagram,
section 4 of th is Practice, may also be helpfu I during
the wiring procedure. For reference, table 5 cor
relates the 13 pins of local-test-access terminal
TL I with their respective module-connector pin
outs at the rightmost module positions of the
24XA and 24XB Assemblies, and tables 6a and 6b



244-System modules - connector P2

r 24XAI
24XB 56-pin 25-pair connector P2 lead de'ignatiom lor each module

':1""02) module cable when ....ed in listed module positions

'"odul. connector COnnector lead 4451/4451A/4452A 4453/4454/4454A14455/4455A
I'o""'m pin no. ptn no. color DDB module DOB Termination module

l " - -2~ . BlW comb out SX facility out SX, wee ,pi it in SX facility in SX

"
, OW ,pl;l in R facility in R,
" WO ,pli, on T facility in T

" 3 G-W comb out R faoility oul R

" '" we comh out T facilily out T

" ,: .
BR-W comb oul SX I.cilitv out SX, IV-BR ,plrl in SX facilily in SX

" 0 oW ,pl>t in R iacility in R, 30 WO 5plit in T facility in T

" e .BL-R comb-out R facility out R

'1- " " R-BL comb out T facility Qut T

"
, oe comb out SX facility out SX,
" eo ,plit in SX facili t vin5X

" e ,e Wlil in R facility in R,
" ee .pl,t in T facjlity ill T

"
, BR-R comb out R focility out R

" " R-SR comb out T facihty out T

" ' - , , , ';~ , , ' , , , :~--~ comb out SX facility oul SX, split in SX facility in SX

" " Bl-BK ,pi it in R faidity in R,
" SK-Bl split ,n T facility in T

" " O-BK comb out R facility oUl R

" " BK-O comb out T facility out T

" " ... G-BK , comb OU' SX facility out SX
9 '" BK-G ,pin ,n SX tacility in SX

" " .BR-BK ,pi it in R facil;ty in R, 39 BK,BR ,plit in T facility in T

" ,; S-BK comb out R facil;ty out R

" '" BK-S comb out T facili'y out T

" . ~~'" :~lB~
comb out SX facility out SX, sPlit i~ SX facility in SX

" " O·Y ,plit in R facility in R,
" YO split i~ T facility in T

" " e·y comb out R r.cilily oul R

" " " comb out T facili Iy out T

" " SR-Y comb out 5X facility OLJl SX,
" Y-BR ;plit in SX focility in SX

" '" o·y split in R f.cili"ty in R
; " VS split in T facility in T

" " BL-V comb out R facility out R

" " V-BL comb OLJl T f.cility oul T

table 2. Cable connector P2 lead assignments for
244-System modules in 24X Issue 2 Assemblv

244-System modules - connector P4
24XA/
74XS 56-pin 25-pai' conn""'l'" P4le~dde'ignalion' fo' each module

'Issue 2) module cable when u,ed in listed module po'itions

module connecto, conneClor lead 445l/4451A14452A 4453/4454/4454A/4455/4455A
"o,i""n Pin no pm no. color DDS module DDS Te'mlnation module

" ;0 YO comb oul SX out SX,
" s·Y ,pi it in SX in SX

" " V-BR ,pli' in R facility ,n R,
" BRV ,pl;t in T in T

" " y·e comb out R oul R

" n ev comb oul T facility out T

" " VO comb out SX f."ilily oul SX
9 " Ov ,plil in SX iacil,'y in SX

" " '" split in R facility ,n R,
" Bl-V suitt in T facili,y,~ T

" " YO comb out R locility out A

" " Soy comh out T facil,'y out T

" " YBR comb out SX laciI01Y out 5X

" W " Y ,plit in 5X facd,ty ,[\ SX

" " " y., split in R facdity in R,
'" e·y ,pl'lt 'If' T f,c',hty 'II' T

" " YO comb out R out R

" " OY comb out T out T

" " Y-Bl comb Ollt 5X fadity <lut SX,
" Sl-Y spl,l "' SX !Jcility in SX

" " 'C BKS split in A facility in A,
" S-BK ,plit in T in T

" " BK-SR comb out R Ollt R

" " BR-BK con,b out T o"t T
--~-

comb out SX" '" BK-G f.cility out SX,
" G-BK split in $X lacility in SX

" " " BKO split in R facd,ty in R
; " O-BK s~lit in T , fJcility in T

" " BK-BL coillb oul R locil,ty "ut R

" " fllBK comb o"t T facility <lui T

" 3; e5 comb ""t SX fac;lity oul SX, W S-R split '11 $X in SX

". n " A-BR split ,n R in R, , see split in T 'n T

" " eG comb Olll R OU' R

" 8 ee comb out T fJcility oul T

" " SO comb out 5X facility out $X
~~----~

, , oe ,pli' in 5X If'SX

'" " " R-BL ,pl" in R in R, 8 ",e ,pli' in T ,n T

" 30 W-S comb out R facility out R

L " ; SoW comb out T lacility out T

24XB 114-positionl AssemblY only

table 3. Cable connector P4 lead assignments for
244-System modules in 24X Issue 2 Assembly

244-System modules - connector P5
connector P5 lead designa-
tions for each module when
used in listed module pos.

24XA/ 4454A14455A DDB Ter-
24XB 56-pin 25·pilir miniltion module with
(Issue 2) module cable trilnsfer relay and 4451A/
module connector connector lead 4452A DDB common
position pin no. pin no. color module w/transfer relay

1 49 · .....50 , ... V·S
45 · .....25 · ..S-V trilnsfer relay control

2 49 .... 49 .... V-BR
45 · ..24 · .. BR·V transfer relay control

3 49 .48 ... V-G
45 · .23 · .G-V transfer relay control

4 49 · .... .47 ... V-O
45 ....22 .......O-V transfer relay control

5 49 ....46 .......V-BL
45 21 · .BL·V transfer relay control

6 49 · .... A5 · ... Y·S
45 .20 S·Y transfer relay control

7 49 · .... .44 , . .Y·SR
45 · .19 .. , .8R·Y transfer relay control

8 49 · . .43 · . ; .Y·G -

45 .18 .G-Y transfer relay contrnl

9 49 42 ....Y-O -
45 · ..... 17 · .O·y transfer relay control

10 49 · . .41 .....Y·8L
45 .... 16 ....... SL-Y transfer relay contrnl

11 49 · . .40 .......BK-S
45 · .15 · ..S-BK transfer relay control

12 49 39 .BK-BR
45 · .. 15 .......BR-BK transfer relay control

13' 49 · ..38 · ...BK·G -

45 , .13 .G·BK transfer relay contrnl
,.- 49 37 BK-D -

45 .12 .O-BK transfer relay control

42 ..... 30 · .W-S facility out test access~
1 50 5 ....S-W facility out test access R
through 5 · .....29 W-BR facility in test access T
7 12 4 .BR-W facility in test acces, R

37 · .33 ..... ,R-G -

39 8 .G-R -
42 .27 · WO facility oul te,t acce,s T

8 50 2 · .O-W facility out test access R
through 5 ..... 26 W-BL facility in test access T
14 - 12 1 · .BL-W facility in test access R

37 32 .R·O -

39 7 ......D·R -

·Module positions 13 and 14 on 24XB Assembly only.

table 4. Cable connector P5 remote-test-access lead assign
ments for 244-System modules in 24X Issue 2 Assembly

24XA 24XB
test-access Assembly module Assembly module
terminal block position 12 position 14
TLt pin no. pin no. pin no.

1 18 18
2 20 20
3 22 22
4 24 24
5 26 26
6 28 28
7 30 30
8 32 32
9 34 34

10 36 36
11 38 38
12 40 40
13 46 46

table 5. Correlation of test-access terminal
block TL 1 pin numbers to module-connector
pin numbers of rightmost module positions

of 24XA and 24XB Assemblies
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24X-Assembly input/output connector assignments

Y-Bl I
BL-'r

Y·O
O·Y

. Y-G
GY

""

BK-G " " BKPR
G-BK '5 " BR-[I(
",0
O-BK
BK-BL
BL-BK

'S " 38 BK-{
S' '5 n G-BK
RBR

""'G
0'

- -- ~
'0 " " BK-t'
0' '5 " O-B~

'"Bl-R
WS
SW

" n. wo
so , OW

S " W-Bl

"
, BL-V

" " '0

"
, 0'

VO
OV
VBl

.BL,V
YS
S·Y

Y,SR 49
BR-Y 45
VG
GY
YO

· O-Y

V,
· S-V
.V-BR

BR-V
VO
OV

· Y-BL 49
BL y 45
BKS
S-BK

· BK-BR! 
BR-BK '

-;;;----c;;;-

" '"S "B ", ."
" "" 23

" ", 22
B . ",

"" '5

" '"
" ",

"B ",
"" "" "

" ".,
"B '0,
"" "" "

" 38
S B

B ",
"" 38

" n

" '"S W.
B. ", ,
" 23.

" "
" ."S ,
n ", S

" '""
,

oonnoctor P4 oonnoctor P5

56-pin 25-pair 56-pin 2S·pair
modulo cable modulo cablo
conn. 0000 lead COnn. conn. lead
pin "m color "m "m oolor

YBR
BR-Y
VG
GY
VO
OY

Y-BL
BL-Y
BK-S
S-BK
BK-BR
BR-BK

BK-G
.G BK
BK-O
O-BK
BK-Bl
BL BK

.R-O
0'
R-Bl
BLR
W,
SW

load
oolor

.W-O
OW
WBL
Bl-W
WO
G-W

"..S·R
R-BR
BR-R

.R-G
G'

VS
'V

.V-BR

.BR-V
. V-G

.G-V

VO
OV

.V BL

.BL-V
VS
'V

conneclor P3

I 49 ". '5

"" "8 "" "" ",s "'5 "" .'0
, a ",s "" "
" 38
'5 n

" "" "" 38

" n

" '"'5 .10 .

" "s ,
'" 23

"
,

" ",'5 ,
,

" "i , ,
" '"" s

,,,
". so ,

s ""
,

" ""

8
through

'"

24X Issue 2 56-pin 2S-pair
A..embly module cable
modulo oonn. conn.
po,ilion "m "'0

" "'5 "" "" "" "+-~4 23

! 49 "
i

'5 22

" "" "" "" "

VO
OV

44 YBR
.19 BR-Y

c,,~".ctor P5

49 49. V-SR
45 . 24 SR V

56·pin 25·pair
module cabl.
conn conn, lead
pin pin COIOf

49---~-.V:S
45 25 ...5V

connector P2

I.ad
color

BLW
W_BL

. D-W
WO
G-W

. W-G

16 __ .
. 41. .

""".43 .

B
.3"

"....39 .

.".40 .

49 .10. .S-R 43 10 S-A 49
45 35 R-S 9 35 . R-S 45

1~ . ~~ ~~-_~~ 1~ :~~ . ~~',~~ ! _
48. 12 .O-BK 47 12 O-BK 1-
44. 37 BK-O 41 _ _ _ 37 _ .. BK-O i-

G-BK 43 13 G:BK-~II~,~,--,~"---cV~,~,-i'1
.BK-G 9 38 8K-G 45 .21 8LV

~~:~~ li ..j; : ~~:~~ I ~ - i
.S-BK 47 15 5-8K! - I'

BK-S 41 _ _ 40 :BK-S 1-

wlln""1", P1
56-pin 25-p.i,
module cabl.
conn eonn.
pI" pon

" ,
45 .26

" ,, "
'" 344 28

56-pin 25-poi,
module ••bl.
conn. conn. lead
pI" pm color
43 1 BL:W·-

9 . 26 .W-BL
13 2 D-W

7 27 1'1'-0
47 3 G-W
41 28 WG

:~ - - - 2~ ~RB~ 4~ 2~ ~RB~
14 . 5 . SoW 13 5 S-W
8301'1'-57301'1'$

48 . 6 BL-R 47 6 BL-R

" 3" '-''-'-C;'::;'~'-+-;'''c' ,-,-,-,-3"c:'-'-~'~'~''--jM>---C;o--c,:rl
49.7' D-R 43 , D-R 49 48 V-G
45 32 R-O 9 32 R-O 45 23 G-V
14 .. 8 .GR 13 8 G-R
B 33 A-G 7 33. R-G

48 9 BR-R 47 9 BR-R
44 . 34 A-SR 41 .34 R-SR

"'5.

",
"; 44.

Bl-Y 43 . _16 .BL-Y 149 45 _ _ Y-S
.Y-BL 9 41 Y-BL 45 .20 Soy
O-Y 13 .17 O-Y
Y-O 7 .42 Y-O

.G-Y 47 . 18 G-Y
Y-G 41 43. Y-G

49. .19 .. BR-Y 43. 19 .BR-Y
45 .44 .Y-BR 9 44 .Y·BR
14.20. Soy 13 ..20. Soy

8 45 Y-S 7 .45 .. Y-S
48 21 .BL-V 47 .21 .. Bl·V
44 _. .46. .V·Bl 41.,., _~6 V_'_'+.,_-;;;----j-,,,,.-'-'-o,,,.--,,"',,."V+---- 42 30.-'~
50. . .49 .V-BR 50 . 5 S-W

5 25 . .$-V 5 29 .. W-BR
12. . .50 .V-S 12 . . 4 . BR-W
37 .23 . G-V 37 .33 . R·G
39. .48 ....V·G 39 8 ....G,R

1 throug~ 7

24X h'ue 2
A".mbly
module
pomoon

i

,

Note: Tt",re are no connector-P3 or connector-P4 assignments tor module positions 1 throug~ 7. No<e: There are flO "o~n~ctor P1 or connecto,-P2 ,,<Igrlmerlls for module po,ition, B th'ouqh 14
·Module pos,tiM' 13 ,nd 14 on 24XB A"embl\,- only

table 6a. Input/output connector assignments for
24X Assembly, module positions 1 through 7

table 6b. Input/output connector assignments for
24X Assemblv. module positions 8 through 14

HIGH_PROFILi
CONNECTOR
HOOD

CONNlCTOfl
HOlLJ LJOWN
Bf~ACKfT

CONNlCIOK
HOlD-DDWN

G2fHOOD

ASSEMBL,
BACKPlA'-,E

=-,

STANDOFF POST

figure 16. Attachment of reversible hold-down brackets
when used with high-profile cable connector hoods (upper
illustration) and with low-profile hoods (lower illustration)

list all pin numbers and lead colors for connectors
PI through P5 on the 24X Assembly.

3.05 Now connect all external leads (except
power and ground) by plugging the 25-pair connec
torized cables into their receptacles on the rear of
the 24X Assembly. The reversible connector hold
down brackets on the 24X Assembly's backplane
are designed for use with both high-profile and
low-profile 25-pair cable connector hoods. Figure
16 shows how the reversible brackets are attached
to the standoff posts with both kinds of hoods. In
addition, the 24X Issue 2 Assembly's cable con
nectors also accommodate the newer self-locking
plastic cable-connector housings that do not require
hold-down brackets.

Note: If 244-System modules are to be mounted
in a Type 10 Shelf that is not prewired, Bridge in
terconnections and external connections must be
made to the Shelf's module connectors. Refer to the
Tellabs Practice on each module for pin assignments.

the negative (-) terminal and ground to the posi
tive (+) terminal of the terminal strip.

module placement and bypass switches
3.07 8efore plugging modules into a wired and

3.06 After all cables are in place, make the re- powered 24X Assembly, bypass switches on the
quired power connections to the 244 System via Assembly must be set. Module bypass switches
the two-position barrier-type terminal strip located (one per module position) are located on the 24X
at the lower lefthand corner of the 24X Assembly's Assembly's printed circuit backplane and are acces-
backplane (as viewed from the rear of the Assem- sible from the front of the Assembly when the
bly). Connect -42 to -56Vdc filtered battery to modules are removed (see figure 7).
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jumpering between a six-pin block on the first
Assembly and another six-pin block on the second
Assembly. If more than 26 multiple ports (the max
imum for one 244 Bridge network) are required,
tandem expansion involving additional bridge net
works will be necessary. Paragraphs 3.12 through
3.14 contain instructions for expansion via these
three methods.

expansion to vacant module positions in the same
or in a second Assembly
3.12 If an existing 244 Bridge network is to be
expanded to vacant module positions in the same
Assembly, determine whether jumper wiring be
tween six-pin wire-wrapping blocks is required (see
paragraphs 2.11 through 2.14). If it is not, simply
Insert the required 445X DDBT modules in the
designated empty module positions (reference to
figures 8 and 10 may be helpful in this procedure).
If jumper wiring between two six-pin blocks on the
same Assembly is required, or if a 244 Bridge net
work is to be expanded to a second Assembly (in
which case jumper wiring is required between a six
pin block on the first Assembly and a six-pin block
on the second), make the connections between the
six-pin blocks as follows (reference to paragraphs
2.12 through 2.14 and to figures 11 through 13
will definitely be helpful in this procedure):

A. Determine the six-pin wire-wrapping block
that will be used for jumper connections at the
existing bridge network. This will normally be
the first block to the left of the 4451/51 A/52A
DDB module of the bridge network to be ex
panded, as viewed from the rear of the Assembly.
B. Determine the six-pin wire-wrapping block
that will be used for jumper connections to the
additional 445X DDBT module(s) that will be
located elsewhere in the same Assembly, or in a
second Assembly. This is normally done as fol
lows: Leave at least one empty module position
to the right (as viewed from the front) of any
existing bridge network (or bridge network ex
tension) adjacent to the vacant module posi
tions to be used. Set that modu Ie position's by
pass switch to OFF to prevent unwanted inter
connection of bridge networks. The six-pin
block to be used will be the first block to the
left of the empty module position, as viewed
from the rear of the Assembly.
C. Wire the four lowest pins of the two blocks
together as follows: bottommost pin to bottom
most pin, second pin from bottom to second
pin from bottom, etc. These four pins are, bot
tom to top, splitter tip, splitter ring, combiner
tip, and combiner ring. The two uppermost
pins, which are not used in this procedure, are
spares reserved for future System enhancements.
Note: For jumpering between two Assemblies
in applications where jumper length will exceed
15 feet, use shielded cable and ground the cable
shield at one end only.
D. Insert the required 445X DDBT modules in
the designated module positions (those to the

3.08 When 244-System modules are to be in
stalled in a 24X Assembly, set the bypass switch
for each module position as follows:
· to BYPASS when a 4453, 4454, 4454A, 4455,
or 4455A DDBT module is placed in that position;
· to BYPASS if it is desired to continue the bridge
network through an empty module position;
· to OFF if it is desired not to continue a bridge
network through an empty module position.
Note: When you are expanding bridge networks to
vacant module positions in the same or in a differ
ent Assembly, exceptions to these rules may some
times be necessary. See paragraphs 2. 11 through
2. 14 for details.

3.09 Before inserting the appropriate comple
ment of modules, ensure that each module is prop
erly optioned for its intended application. All op
tions are selected via slide switches or DIP switches
located on the printed circuit board of each mod
ule. Refer to the appropriate module Practices for
specific optioning information.

3.10 After all options are selected and external
connections, power, and ground are verified, insert
the modules into the 24X Assembly. Modules must
be inserted in their proper slots, as determined by
cabling assignment at the distributing frame. The
installer should have specific information regarding
which module to insert into which slot. (Bridge net
work engineering and the assignment of module slots
are discussed in paragraphs 2.07 through 2.10.) Un-
less expansion of existing bridge networks is re
quired (see paragraphs 3.11 through 3.14), proceed
to alignment, paragraph 3.15.

expansion of established bridge networks
3.11 If the number of multiple ports of an estab
lished 244 Bridge network in a 24X Assembly must
be increased and not enough room is available for
the required number of 445X DDBT modules to
the right of that bridge network (either because
the last module position in the Assembly has been
reached or because another bridge network is occu
pying the module positions to the immediate right
of that bridge network), the bridge network can
still be expanded in any of three ways, depending
upon the total number of multiple ports required.
If 13 or fewer mu ltiple ports (i.e., 13 or fewer
DDBT modules) are required and if vacant module
positions are available elsewhere in the same Assem
bly (i.e., separated by one or more other bridge
networks from the bridge network to be expanded),
the bridge network can often be expanded to the
vacant positions without the need for rearrange
ment of existing modules. Depending upon the ar
rangement of the existing modules, jumpering be
tween two six-pin wire-wrapping blocks on the As
sembly's backplane to extend the bridge network's
splitter and combiner busses to the vacant module
positions mayor may not be required, as described
in paragraphs 2.11 through 2.14. If 26 or fewer
multiple ports are required and no additional room
is available in the Assembly, the bridge network
can be expanded to a second 24X Assembly via
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with common-port facility levels, and loss provided
by the DDBT modules coordinates bridge-network
bus levels with multiple-port facility levels. This is
explained more thoroughly in paragraphs 3.16
through 3.19, which contain step-by-step instruc
tions for aligning a 244 Bridge network by two dif
ferent methods: a "basic" method and a method for
establishing predetermined bus levels. Specific
information on adjusting level and equalization
controls on the individual 244-System modules is
provided in the separate Tellabs Practices on these
modules.
Note 1: The alignment procedures that follow are
based upon the following assumptions: (1) align
ment is being performed locallv, (2) all pre-align
ment optioning (e.g., impedance matching) is Com·
pleted, (3) equalization at the common and multiple
ports is either completed as directed in the indivi
dual module Practices or not required, and (4) the
445X DDBT modules referred to in the procedures
are 4454's, 4454A's, 4455's, and/or 4455A's. If
your bridge network contains 4453's (note that
one is shown in figure 19), refer to the separate
Tellabs Practice on the 4453 for level-adjustmen t
information.
Note 2: Either channel of a 244 Bridge network
may be aligned first. In the alignment procedures
that follow, the splitter channel will be aligned
first and the combiner channel second.
Note 3: The 4451/51A/52A 's splitter out jack can
not be used to send tones to the 445X DDBT moc/
ules, nOr can its combiner in jack be used to mea
sure combiner bus levels from the DDBT modules.
Note 4: Please be aware that the 4452A common
port DDB module "compensates" for the nominal
O.5dB insertion loss of the 4453, 4454, 4454A,
4455, and 4455A DDBT modules bV adding an
additional O.5dB of gain to that indicated bV the
4452A's prescription level-control switches. See
the 4452A Practice for details.

right of the empty position left in step B). Note
that these positions can be both to the right
and to the left of the position at which the
jumper connections are made. Ensure that a
DDBT module is placed in the position to
which the jumper connections have been made,
or that bypass switches of empty positions be
tween the connection point and the first mod
ule are set to BYPASS. No additional common
port 4451/51A/52A DDB modules are required
in the second Assembly when a bridge network
is expanded by this method.
E. If a new bridge network is to be located to
the right of the bridge network extension just
installed, the new network's common-port
4451/51A/52A DDB module may be installed
in the module positions to the immediate right
of the last 445X DDBT module of the exten
sion (with the 4451/51A/52A position's bypass
switch set to OFF).
F. If an extension of another bridge network
is to be located to the right of the bridge net
work extension just installed, the module posi
tion to the immediate right of the last DDBT
module of the first extension must be left
vacant and that position's bypass switch set
to OFF.

expansion via tandem arrangements
3.13 If a 244 Bridge network is to be arranged
in tandem with one or more additional 244 net
works to form a large network with more than
13 multiple 4wire ports (or more than 26 multiple
4wire ports if two Assemblies are being used), in
terconnections between bridge networks are made
at the distributing or cross-connect frame rather
than between six-pin wire-wrapping blocks on the
Assemblies themselves. (For simplicity, we are as
suming here that each bridge network is to be in
stalled in its own 24X Assembly and that all Assem
b lies are located on the same premises.) Specifically,
these interconnections are made via leads of the
Assemblies' 25-pair cables rather than via direct basic alignment procedure
jumpering between the 6-pin blocks on the As- 3.16 In the basic alignment procedure (when
semblies' backplanes. aligning the splitter channel first), the multiple
3.14 The method by which a 244 Bridge network port with the lowest input level from the remote
can be expanded through tandem arrangement is data station (i.e., with the greatest amount of fa-
covered in paragraphs 2.15. If you are not already cility loss) is determined, and the splitter attenu-
familiar with the engineering of tandem bridge ar- ator switches on the 445X DDBT module serving
rangements, contact Tellabs' Customer Service this worst-case multiple port are set for zero loss'.
Group at (312) 969-8800 or your Tellabs Regional Next, the splitter amplifier on the 4451/51A/52A
Office for advice, consultation, and application DDB module is adjusted to provide the proper out-
drawings. put level toward the data station at the worst-case

multiple port. All other 445X DDBT modules'
alignment splitter attenuator switches are then set to provide
3.15 Gain in both channels of a 244 Bridge net- the various output levels required at the remaining
work is provided by the 4451/51A/52A DDB com- multiple ports. In combiner-channel alignment, the
mon-port module. Each of the two amplifiers combiner attenuator switches on the 445X DDBT
(splitter and combiner) on the 4451/51A/52A pro- module serving the worst-case multiple port are
vides the same amount of gain for all paths in its set for zero loss. (Thus, the worst-case multiple-
respective channel. Levels at the multiple ports are port input level automatically becomes the com·
set individually via attenuators on the 445X DDBT biner bus level.) Next, the combiner amplifier on
modules. Basically, gain provided bythe4451/51A/ the 4451/51A/52A DDB module is set to provide
52A module coordinates bridge-network bus levels the proper common-port output level toward the
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page 18

central computer or processor. Finally, the com
biner attenuator switches on all 445X DDBT mod
ules except that serving the worst-case multiple
port are set to attenuate their multiple-port input
levels to the same level: that of the worst-case
multiple port.
Note: A slight variation of the basic alignment
method can be advantageous in applications where
future bridge-network expansion is expected. In
this variation, the bridge network is aligned to ac
commodate the greatest anticipated (rather than
actual) multiple-port facility loss. This eliminates
the need for bridge network realignment if a mul
tiple port with an input level lower than that of
any existing multiple port is added. To better un
derstand this alignment variation, read steps A
through E and J through M of the basic alignment
procedure; then read the notes following steps E
andM.
3.17 To align a 244 Bridge network by this
basic method, proceed as directed below. Reference
the bold circled numbers in the procedure to their
counterparts in the basic-method procedure dia
gram, figure 17. Figure 18 shows a 244 Bridge net
work aligned via this method. Please note that levels
indicated in figure 18 are data levels and are strictly
hypothetical; those in your bridge network(s) will
probably be different.

Note 1: It is assumed in the following procedure
that the transmit and receive sections of the trans
mission measuring set (TMS) being used can be
independently optioned for impedance.
Note 2: If a module is optioned for 150-ohm im
pedance and the TMS being used has a 135-ohm
termination setting instead of 150 ohms, use the
135-ohm setting; the slight impedance mismatch
will not affect level measurements appreciably. This
is not true, however, when a module is optioned
for 1200 ohms and the TMS for 900 or 600 ohms.
To avoid setting levels erroneously in such cases,
please be certain to observe the following: In appli
cations where a module must be optioned for 1200
ohms to achieve a proper impedance match and the
TMS has no 1200-ohm termination setting, option
both the module and the TMS for 600 ohms during
alignment. Then adjust levels as necessary, keeping
in mind that actual levels will be 3dB higher than
those indicated on the TMS when the module is
reoptioned for 1200 ohms after alignment.

splitter channel:
A. Adjust the splitter and combiner precision
attenuation switches on all 445X DDBT mod
ules 0 for zero loss.
B. Arrange the transmit portion of a transmis
sion measuring set (TMS) for 1000Hz tone out
put at the common-port input level specified
on the circuit layout record (CLR) and, if pos
sible, at the impedance selected for the 4451/
51A/52A module's common-port facility inter
face. Connect this signal to the 4451/51A's
splitter facility jack or the 4452A's spl fac in
jack E) .

C. Determine the worst-case multiple port, i.e.,
the mu Itiple port with the lowest input level
(due to the greatest amount of facility loss).
In this procedure, we'll assume that this worst
case mu Itiple port is port A€).

D. Arrange the receive portion of the TMS for
a terminated measurement at the facility inter
face impedance selected for multiple port A
on its 445X DDBT module. Connect the re
ceive portion of the TMS to the splitter fa
cility out jack of the port-A 445X module 0 .
E. Adjust the 4451/51 A's splitter level controle (and splitter-channel gain-range option
switches, if necessary) or the 4452A's spl gain/
loss and spllevel switches until the TMS read
ing at the port-A 445X module'ssplitter facility
out jack 0 equals the CLR-specified output
level toward the data station for multiple port
A. Please note that the worst-case (i.e., port-A)
445X module's splitter attenuator switches
were not reset from their minimum (zero)
attenuation setting, nor will they be reset dur
ing the remainder of this procedure.

Note: As an alternative to aligning for the great
est actual multiple-port facility loss in applica
tions where future bridge-network expansion is
expected, determine the greatest anticipated
multipleport facility loss and assume that, for
this hypothetical worst-case multiple port, an
associated 445X DDBT module's splitter at
tenuator switches are set for zero loss. Then
set the splitter bus level to provide what would
be the proper output level at this hypothetical
multiple port, and set all 445X splitter atten
uator switches in the existing bridge network
to establish appropriate (CLR-specified) out
put levels at all actual multiple ports. This
alignment method is advantageous in that it
prevents the need for System realignment if
a multiple port with greater facility loss than
any existing multiple port is added after a
bridge network is already installed and aligned.

F. Arrange the receive portion of the TMS for
600-ohm terminated measurement and connect
it to the 4451/51A's splitter out jack or the
4452A's spl brdg out jack G) . Measure and
record the level, this is the splitter bus level,
which must be known if and when future
bridge-network expansion takes place.

G. Select another 445X DDBT module (for
this procedure, we'll use the port-B 445X mod
ule). Arrange the receive portion of the TMS
for a terminated measurement at the impedance
selected on the port-B 445X module for that
multiple port. Connect the receive portion of
the TMS to the splitter facility out jack of the
port-B 445X modulefj.

H. Adjust the port-B 445X module's splitter
attenuation switches 0 until the TMS indicates
the CLR-specified output level toward the
station (modem!.
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figure 18. Hypothetical 244 Bridge network aligned by basic method (see paragraphs 3.16 and 3.17)

I. Repeat steps G and H for all other multiple tion switches, if necessary) or the 4452A's
ports (i.e., for all other 445X DDBT modules) comb gain/loss and comb level switches until
in the bridge network. This completes align- the TMS reading at the 4451/51A's combiner
ment ofthe splitter path. Remove all test cords. facility jack or the 4452A's comb fac out jack
combiner channel: IDequals the CLR-specified combiner-channel
J. Arrange the transmit portion of the TMS to common-port output level.
output 1000Hz tone at a level equal to the Note: As an alternative to aligning for the
lowest (i.e., worst-case) multiple-port input greatest actual multiple-port facility loss in ap-
level (this should be specified on the CLR) and, plications where future bridge-network expan-
if possible, at the impedance selected for the sian is expected, determine the greatest antici-
worst-case (i.e., port-A) 445X DDBT module's pated multiple-port facility loss and assume
facility interface. Connect this signal to the that, for this hypothetical worst-case multiple
port-A 445X module's combiner facility in port, an associated 445X DDBT module's com-
jack 0 . biner attenuator switches are set for zero loss.
K. Arrange the receive portion of the TMS for Then adjust the 4451151A 's combiner level con-
600-ohm terminated measurement and connect trol or the 4452A's comb gain/loss and comb
it to the port-A 445X module's combiner level switches to provide the CLR-specified
bridge out jack ~ . Measure and record the combiner·channel common-port output level.
level; this is the combiner bus level, which must This alignment method is advantageous in that
be known if and when future bridge-network it prevents the need for System realignment if a
expansion takes place. Please note that worst- multiple port with greater facility loss than any
case (i.e., port-A) 445X module's combiner at- existing multiple port is added after a bridge
tenuator switches were not reset from their network is already installed and aligned.
minimum (zero) attenuation setting, nor will N. Select a 445X DDBT module other than
they be reset during the remainder of this the worst-case (port-A) module (for this pro-
procedure. cedure, we'll use the port-B 445X module).
L. Arrange the receive portion of the TMS for Arrange the transmit portion to output 1000Hz
a terminated measurement at the impedance se- tone at the CLR-specified input level for mul-
lected on the 4451/51A/52A DDB module for tiple port B and, if possible, at the facility im-
the facility interface, and connect the receive pedance selected on the 445X module for mul-
portion of the TMS to the 4451/51A's com- tiple port B. Connect this signal to the port-B
biner facility jack or the 4452A's comb fac 445X module's combiner facility in jackm .
out jack ID . O. Adjust the port-B 445X module's combiner
M. ~ust the 4451/51A's combiner level con- attenuation switches «)until the TMS reading
trol W (and combiner-channel gain-range op- at the 4451/51A's combiner facility jack or the
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4452A's comb fac out jack m is the same as
that achieved in step M.
P. Repeat steps N and a for all other multiple
ports (i.e., for all other 445X DDBT modules)
in the bridge network. This completes align
ment of the combiner path and, therefore, of
the entire 244 Bridge network via the basic
method. Remove all test cords.

alignment to establish predetermined bus levels
3.18 When aligning to establish predetermined
bus levels (splitter channel first), the splitter bus
level is set as specified by means of the splitter
amplifier on the 4451/51A/52A DDB module. The
output level of each mu ltiple port is then set via
the splitter attenuator switches on the 445X DDBT
modules to provide the proper output level toward
each data station. In combiner-channel alignment,
the combiner output level at the common port is
set as specified by means of the combiner amplifier
on the 4451/51A/52A DDB module. The input
level at each multiple port is then adjusted via the
combiner attenuator switches on the 445X DDBT
modu les to provide the same level toward the
bridge: the specified combiner bus level.

3.19 To align a 244 Bridge network for predeter
mined bus levels, proceed as directed below. Refer
ence the bold circled numbers in the procedure to
their counterparts in the procedure diagram for
predetermined-bus-level alignment, figure 19. Figure
20 shows a 244 Bridge network aligned via this
method to establish -5.5 and -29.5dBm data levels
on the splitter bus and combiner bus, respectively.
Please note that figure 20 includes a 4453 DDBT
module used in its intended application, i.e., inter
facing a carrier facility, and that the bridge network
is aligned to establish appropriate bus levels for
carrier interface. Also, once again, please note that
levels indicated in figure 20 are data levels and
are strictly hypothetical; those in your bridge net
work(s) will probably be different.

Note 1: It is assumed in the following procedure
that the transmit and receive sections of the trans
mission measuring set (TMS) being used can be
independently optioned for impedance.
Note 2: If a module is optioned for 150-ohm im
pedance and the TMS being used has a 135-ohm
termination setting instead of 150 ohms, use the
135-ohm setting; the slight impedance mismatch
will not affect/evel measurements appreciably. This
is not true, however, when a module is optioned
for 1200 ohms and the TMS for 900 or 600 ohms.
To avoid setting levels erroneously in such cases,
please be certain to observe the following: In appli
cations where a module must be optioned for 1200
ohms to achieve a proper impedance match and the
TMS has no 1200-ohm termination setting, option
both the module and the TMS for 600 ohms during
alignment. Then adjust levels as necessary, keeping
in mind that actual levels will be 3dB higher than
those indicated on the TMS when the module is
reoptioned for 1200 ohms after alignment.
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splitter channel:
A. Adjust the splitter and combiner precision
attenuation switches on all 445X DDBT mod
u les 0 for zero loss.
B. Arrange the transmit portion of a transmis
sion measuring set (TMS) for 1000Hz tone out
put at the common-port input level specified
on the circuit layout record (CLR) and, if pos
sible, at the impedance, selected for the 4451/
51A/52A module's common port. Connect this
signal to the 4451/51A'ssplitter facility jack or
the 4452A's spl fac in jackE).
C. Arrange the receive portion of the TMS for
600-ohm terminated measurement and connect
it to the 4451/51A's splitter out jack or the
4452A's spl brdg out jack~ .
D. Adjust the 4451/51A's splitter level con
trol 0 (and splitter-channel gain-range option
switches, if necessary) or the 4452A's spl gain!
loss and spl level switches until the TMS read
ing at the 4451/51A's splitter out jack or the
4452A's spl brdg out jack E) equals the CLR
specified splitter bus level.
E. Select any 445X DDBT module in the
bridge network (in this procedure, we'll begin
with multiple port A). Arrange the receive por
tion of the TMS for a terminated measurement
at the facility interface impedance selected for
multiple port A on its 445X DDBT module.
Connect the receive portion of the TMS to the
splitter facility out jack of the port-A 445X
module 0 .
F. Adjust the port-A 445X module's splitter
attenuation switches G) until the TMS reading
at the module's splitter facility out jack 0 is
equal to the CLR-specified output level for
that multiple port.
G. Repeat steps F and G for all other multiple
ports (i.e., for all other 445X DDBT modules)
in the bridge network. Thiscompletesalignment
of the splitter path. Remove all test cords.

combiner channel:
H. Arrange the transmit portion of the TMS
for 1000Hz tone output at the CLR-specified
combiner bus level and, if possible, at 600
ohms. Connect this signal to the 4451/51A's
combiner in jack or the 4452A's comb brdg in
jackO.
I. Arrange the receive portion of the TMS for
a terminated measurement at the impedance se
lected on the 4451/51A/52A module for the
facility interface, and connect the receive por
tion of the TMS to the 4451/51A's combiner
facili!:i jack or the 4452A's comb fac out
jacka·
J. Adjust the 4451/51A's combiner level con
trol e (and combiner-channel gain-range op
tion switches, if necessary) or the 4452A's
comb gain/loss and comb level switches until
the TMS reading at the 4451/51A's combiner
facility jack or the 4452A's comb fac out jack
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figure 20. Hypothetical 244 Bridge network aligned to establish -5.5 and -29.5dBm data
levels on splitter and combiner busses, respectively (see paragraphs 3. 17 and 3.18)

gequals the CLR·specified combiner-channel
common-port output level.

K. Select any 445X DDBT module in the
bridge network (in this procedure, we'll begin
with multiple port A). Arrange the transmit
portion of the TMS for 1000Hz tone output at
the CLR-specified input level for multiple port
A and, if possible, at the facility interface im~

pedance selected for multiple port A on its
445X DDBT module. Connect this signal to
the port-A 445X module's combiner facility
in jack(ID .
L. Adjust the port-A 445X module's combiner
attenuation switches m until the TMS reading
at the 4451/51A's combiner facility jack or the
4452A's comb fac out jack 9 is the same as
th at ach ieved instep J.
M. Repeat steps Land M for all other multiple
ports (i.e., for all other 445X DDBT modules)
in the bridge network. Ensure that no 445X
modules are left unaligned. This completes
alignment of the combiner path and, therefore,
of the entire 244 Bridge network via the method
for accommodating predetermined bus levels.
Remove all test cords.

4. system wiring diagram
4.01 For ease of use, the 244 Distributive Data
Bridge System wiring diagram is presented as a fold
out on the last page of th is Practice.

5. specifications

Note: Forspecificationsofmodules used in the 244 System,
see respective Practices on these modules.

I combiner channel (multiple ports to common port) I
combiner-channel level variation (from minimum to maxi
mum number of multiple ports in one 24X Assembly)
1dB maximum variation (at same combiner-channel level
setting), 1 to 26 multiple ports

delay distortion
less than 200 microseconds, 400 to 3000Hz

frequency response
±0.5dB re 1kHz level, 300 to 4000Hz

splitter-channel (common port to multiple ports)

splitter-channel level variation (from minimum to maxi
mum number of multiple ports in one 24X Assembly)
1dB maximum variation (at same splitter-channel level
setting), 1 to 26 multiple ports

delay distortion
less than 200 microseconds, 400 to 3000Hz

frequency response
±0.5dB re 1kHz level. 300 to 4000Hz

Ipower requirements I
input voltage
-42 to -56Vdc, ground referenced

input current
dependent upon number and types of 244-System mod
ules in 24X AssemblY. See individual-module Practices for
current requirements of each.

Iphysical I
operating environment
20' to 130'F 1_7' to 54'C), humidity to 95%
(no condensation)
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in Canada:

repair and return
6.05 Return the defective 244-System module or 24X
Assembly, shipment prepaid, to Tellabs (attn: repair and
return).
in the USA:

US central region: (312)969-8800
US northeast region: (4121787-7860
US southeast region: (305) 645-5888
US western region: (702) 827-3400
Lisle Headquarters: (312) 969-8800
Mississauga Headquarters: (416) 624-0052

6.03 If any 244-System module or a 24X Assembly is
diagnosed as defective, the situation may be remedied by
either replacement or repair and return. Because it is more
expedient, the replacement procedure should be followed
whenever time is a critical factor (e.g., service outages, etc.l.

replacement
6.04 To obtain a replacement 244-System module or
24X Assembly, notify Tellabs via letter (see addresses below),
telephone (see numbers above). or twx (910-695-3530 in
the USA, 610-492-4387 in Canada). Be sure to provide all
relevant information, including the 8X445X(al. BX24XA,
or 8X24XB part number that indicates the issue of the item
in question. Upon notification, we shall ship a replacement
to you. If the item in question is in warranty, the replace
ment will be shipped at no charge. Pack the defective item
in the replacement item's carton, sign the packing slip
included with the replacement, and enclose it with the
defective item (this is your return authorization). Affix
the preaddressed label provided with the replacement to the
carton being returned, and ship the item prepaid to Tellabs.

Tellabs Incorporated
4951 Indiana Avenue
Lisle, Illinois 60532

Tellabs Communications Canada, Ltd.
1200 Aerowood Drive. Unit 39
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4W 2S7

Enclose an explanation of the item's malfunction. Follow
your company's standard procedure with regard to adminis
trative paperwork. Tellabs will repair the item and ship it
back to you. If the item is in warranty, no invoice will be
issued.

dimensions
height: 5.92 inches (15.04cm)
depth: 7.31 inches (18.57cm)
width (less mounting ears):

24XA: 17.50 inches (44.45cm)
24XB: 20.40 inches (51.82cm)

weight (without modules)
24XA: 5.5 pounds (2.5kg)
24XB: 6 pounds (2.7kg)

mounting
24XA (12 module positions): mounts in 19-inch relay rack
occupies 6 inches of vertical rack space
24XB (14 module positions): mounts in 23-inch relay rack,
occupies 6 inches of vertical rack space

5. testing and troubleshooting
6.01 The Testing Guide Checklist in this section can be
used in the installation, testing, or troubleshooting of the
244 Distributive Data Bridge System. The Checklist identifies
the most common types of general trouble conditions, with
suggestions as to the probable causes. For specific signaling
or transmission difficulties, consult the appropriate indi
vidual' module Practices. A detailed Testing Guide Checklist
and a functional block diagram for each 244-System mod
ule are included in these Practices. If a module is suspected
of being defective, a new one should be substituted and the
test conducted again. If the substitute module operates cor
rectly, the original module should be considered defective
and returned to Tellabs for repair or replacement. We
strongly recommend that no internal (component-level)
testing or repairs be attempted on any 244-System module
or on the 24X Mounting Assembly. Unauthorized testing or
repairs may void the module's or Assembly's warranty.

Note: Warranty service does not include removal of per
manent customer markings on the front panels of Tellabs
modules, although an attempt will be made to do so. If a
module must be marked defective, we recommend that it
be done on a piece of tape or on a removable stick-on label.

6.02 If a situation arises that is not covered in the
Checklist, contact Tellabs Customer Service at your Tellabs
Regional Office or at our Lisle, Illinois, or Mississauga,
Ontario, Headquarters. Telephone numbers are as follows:

testing guide checklist

trouble condition possible cause (in order of likelihood)

system inoperative 1) Power connection faulty D. Verify power output (-42 to -56Vdc) by mea-
(transmission not occurring) suring voltage between negative (-) and positive (+) terminals on connector

at rear of 24X Assembly (see paragraph 3.05) O.
2) Bypass switches incorrectly set D.
3) External wiring incorrect D.

excessive noise in 1) Improper grounding, especially existence of ground loops D.
transmission path 21 Amplifier levels in 4451/51A/52A misaligned 0_

3) Unbalanced facility terminations D_
4) Defective 4451/51A/52A module. Substitute new module and retest D.

inability to derive proper 11 Improper port and combiner-bus impedance optioning of DDBT
transmission levels module(s) 0_

21 Signal levels exceeding overload limits of 4451/51A/52A O.
3) Defective 4451/51A/52A module. Substitute new module and retest O.

trouble at multiple port 1) See practice on DDBT module for troubleshooting instructions D.
served by one DDBT module
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